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Goals of the project
• Provide an illustrative collation of existing YL descriptors developed and
validated by professionals across 15 member states, which can inform
development of further YL ELPs, descriptors and curricula
• Through this meta-analysis of existing YL descriptors, identify:
- CEFR illustrative descriptors that are well represented by the collated
sample, indicating key areas for lifelong learning pathways
- Identify illustrative descriptors in the CEFR/CV that are relevant or
developing further descriptors for the age groups represented
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Theoretical assumptions
Communicative & linguistic competences
and activities Pre-A1 to C2

• Improvement in language
performance and repertoire of
communicative activities is not
linear
• The CEFR illustrative descriptors
are not intended to be age
specific

Literacy, socio-cognitive development
and maturity

• Features of YL can do
descriptors can reflect typical
domains and communicative
needs according to age, and
show coherence with the CEFR
illustrative scales
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Project structure
Collator /
rater
Tunde Szabo

Consultants

Supervisory
sounding board
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Selection
• 35 sources collated, from 19 countries
• 19 sources selected, developed in different contexts in altogether
13 countries
• prioritisation of both relevance and diversity of a representative
selection
Types of sources selected / included
• 6 age-relevant ELPs from 2004 CoE Bank
• 9 more ELPs developed 2001-2012 (incl. IEF Lingualevel and IILT
Irish primary and post-primary)
• 4 sets of Cambridge English Can Do Statements
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Collated sources:

Stages of cognitive development indicated in in
the literature (after Piaget)
Pre-operational
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Self-orientated
Egocentric

Concrete
Operational

6/7 11/12



More than one
viewpoint
No abstract
problems
Consider some
outcomes




Formal
Operational

11/12 +




Abstract thinking
Theoretical
reasoning

(adapted from muskingum.edu)

Guideline age categories
7-10 and 11-15

Evaluations of relevance of CEFR illustrative
descriptors to the two age groups collated
• YL descriptors aligned according to level/task relevance
• Comments entered concerning relevance of each CEFR
illustrative descriptor to each age group
• Standardised wording of relevance comments, with occasional
adaptations as required
• Choices of:
- Relevant (to the age group)
- Partially relevant (+ comment)
- Not relevant – too challenging (either cognitively or socially)
• Inclusion of new CEFR scales / descriptors in evaluation process
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Documents produced (in parallel to Companion Volume)

Note! Updated
versions with finalised
CEFR/CV descriptors
due March 2018

Global reference
document organised
by scale
Both age groups, mapped to

Ages 7-10 mapped &
filtered by level
Only relevant / partially
relevant descriptors,
organised by CEFR level

full extended set of CEFR
descriptors, incl. not
relevant

Ages 11-15 mapped
& filtered by level
Only relevant / partially
relevant descriptors,
organised by CEFR level

Where to find the documents:
https://www.coe.int/en/web/common-europeanframework-reference-languages/bank-ofsupplementary-descriptors

Document format for 7-10 and 11-15 filtered collations
Section for CEFR level
band and sub sections
for each CEFR scale
represented

Assessed relevance of the
CEFR descriptors for
adaptation to the age group

Collated YL descriptors for
the given age group, level
and CEFR descriptor

Potential uses of the document
• Exploiting these collated YL descriptors to inform
local development of course aims / outcomes
within each age group illustrated
• Developing your own YL descriptors / learning aims
from CEFR/CV descriptors that are relevant to the
age group / learning context
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